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and the 20 percent uncertainty in hvo rendered
the value of A thus obtained too inaccurate for
satisfactory check. Additional data mere taken
in mhich the pressure variation during a run mas
reduced to a negligible amount, and values of

d, vo showing variations of less than j.0 percent
were obtained. From these data a value of
A = (1 6+0.3) X 10' cm'/erg sec. was calculated,
agreeing mith the theoretical value when Zeeman
averaging is included.
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The secondary electron yield of (BaSr)O has been studied, as induced by microsecond
pulses of primary electrons with energy up to 2000 ev. The 8 vs. V„curves have the usual
form, with maximum 8 near 1200 ev. At room temperature, and before surface charges build

up, the B~ is of the order 12, but it may be reduced to 6 by less than 0.1 atomic layer of Ba
evaporated from a nearby thermionic cathode. With increasing temperature 8 decreases to an
apparent minimum at ~600'C. With the onset of d.c. thermionic emission the total yield
increases during each pulse, in rough proportion to the thermionic current. The increase is
thought to represent a transient change in thermionic activity caused by the bombardment.
No change with temperature is observed for the energy distribution of the true secondaries.
The possibility of field-enhanced secondary emission at low temperatures is considered.

L INTRODUCTION
' 'N earlier short notes and abstracts some

- results of pulsed measurements on the
secondary emission properties of thermionic
oxide cathodes were described. ' Briefly, the
results were these: The yield 8 of secondary
electrons from oxide cathodes is relatively high,
from 4 to 10 at the optimum voltage, depending
on various conditions. Near room temperature
the b tends to be high, decreasing slowly with
temperature up to 600'C. In the temperature
region where thermionic emission is appreciable,
an increase in the thermionic emission occurs
during and shortly after the bombardment with
primary electrons and this emission is superim-
posed on the secondary current.

These measurements have nom been amplified
and extended and will be described more fully
in this paper. The earlier conclusions are sup-
ported in all essentials, particularly as regards
the presence of the bombardment-enhanced ther-
mionic emission. The principal results of the

~ J. B. Johnson, Phys. Rev. 66, 352 (1944};Phys. Rev.
69, 693 (1946); Phys. Rev. 69, 702 (1946).

measurements on secondary emission are given
in Section 4.0 of the paper, which deals with the
influence of the various parameters such as
primary energy, temperature, current density,
and other factors on the secondary emission ratio
of the oxide target. The test circuit and the
general characteristics of the experimental tubes
are dealt with in Section 2.0. In Section 3.0 are
described the specific characteristics of a par-
ticular tube and target from which the typical
results in Section 4.0 were derived, involving the
determination of temperature, thermionic ac-
tivity, and the possible limitations imposed on
the measurements by space charge in the tube.
Matters mhich do not bear directly on the main
results of Section 4.0 but mhich are still of con-
siderable interest are dealt with in the last four
sections. These include the effects of barium
poisoning, the primary energy at mhich 8 = 1, the
energy of the secondary electrons, and the pos-
sible eR'ects of high internal field in the target.

Two other reports on the secondary yield of
oxide cathodes have appeared in recent years.
The first, by Morgulis and Nagorsky, ~ presents
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evidence obtained by a d.c. method that the
secondary yiekI from the oxide cathode increases
exponentially with temperature from its room
temperature value to the point where the second-
ary emission is eventually swamped by the ther-
mionic emission. Later work by Pomerantz, '
using in part a technique of microsecond pulsing
very similar to that of the present work, supports
the conclusions of Morgulis and Nagorsky.
Extrapolation to higher temperatures indicated
that a very high secondary yield should be
reached. In the work to be reported on here the
results and interpretations difFer in several
respects from those of the other authors, and are
therefore presented in considerable detail.

II. APPARATUS

2.j. Tube Structure

ln order to have a set of consistent data, nearly
all of the experiments reported here have been
made on a single tube, MN-74. All of the phe-
nomena have been observed on other tubes, so
that they are not peculiar to this one specimen
of tube or target, but in the present tube the
target is even closer to the collector electrode
than in previous tubes, in order to reduce the
efFect of space charge. Figure 1 shows a scaIe
drawing of part of the tube, with electron gun,
the two perforated copper disks serving as anode
and collector, and the oxide-coated nickel cup
serving as the target. The gun has a cathode with
a standard oxide coating on grade A nickel,
indirect heater, and a cap serving as grid for
turning the electron beam on and ofF. The gun
was designed by Dr. A. L. Samuel for another
purpose, on the basis that the electron beam
mould have a cross-over near the gap between
the copper disks independent of voltage between
cathode and anode over a wide range. The target
is a cup of grade A nickel ~~-inch in diameter. It
is coated on the Rat face with the standard
"double carbonate" coating of (BaSr)CO~ about
0.001 in. thick. In pumping, the tube was baked
at about 500'C, the electrodes were well out-
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&IG. 1. Tube structure.

gassed with high frequency, the cathodes ac-
tivated, the KIC getter 6red, and the tube
sealed off.
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2.2 The Circuit

The testing circuit for pulsed operation is
shown schematically in Fig. 2. The gun cathode
is run at a potential V~ negative to ground in the
range 0-2000 volts. Normally the gun is biased
beyond cut-o8, but is turned on by pulses of
positive voltage from the pulser I', smoothly ad-
justable in voltage, and variable in duration from
about 0.2 to 30 microseconds with a repetition
rate to 500 to 4000 pulses per second. The col-
lector is at the potential V„ the gun anode is at
+22 volts with respect to the collector to keep
secondaries from the anode out of the collector
space. For measuring the primary electron cur-
rent, i~, the target is made 22 volts more positive
than the collector as shown in the diagram. The
primary electrons then strike the target with
energy which exceeds V~ by V,+22 volts. This
increase in energy does not alter the primary
current appreciably and therefore makes no
essential difFerence in the measurements. The
effect of high energy secondaries which escape

~ N. Morgulis and A. Nagorsky, J. Tech. Phys. U.S.S.R.
5, 848 (1938).

«M. A. Pomerantz, J. Frank. Inst. 241, 414 (1946);
ibid. 242, 41 (1946); Phys. Rev. "IO, 33 {1946).

445 percent BaCog, 55 percent Srm», by weight,
suspended in amyl acetate w'ith a nitrocellu1ose binder.

Vp ="c
ISn

Fre. 2. Secondary emission circuit.
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the target against the retarding potential of
22 volts, and so affect the measurement of the
primary current, will be discussed later. When
with the key in the position i, the target is con-
nected effectively to ground, the a.c. circuit
measures the excess secondary current i,—i„,
while the average d.c.current including any ther-
mionic current i&& is measured by the d.c.
meter. The electrons then strike the target with
energy V~, and the collector is positive by the
amount V, to draw the secondary electrons from
the target. The target connection includes the
load resistance r of 240 ohms, and a meter so
that direct current in the target circuit can be

measured. By-pass condensers are provided
wherever needed in the circuit, but are not indi-
vidually shown in the drawing.

The pulsed component of the target current is
amplified aa.d displayed on the oscilloscope. The
amplifier has a flat characteristic that is down 3
db at a few hundred cycles and at 10 megacycles,
about as shown in Fig. 3. It terminates in a
balanced 8298 tube that is resistance-capacity
coupled to the plates of the 5LPi cathode-ray
tube. Its gain is such that 21@a in the target
circuit gives 1.0-in. deflection on the scope at the
highest gain. The gain is variable in six steps of
2.0:1.0.

The linear sweep circuit is coupled to the
horizontal plates of the CR tube. The pulser,
sweep, and intensity control are triggered by a
synchronizer having adjustable repetition rate
and phase.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF TUBE MN-74

3.1 Temperature Calibration

For calibrating the temperature of the target
a second tube was used containing only a target
with as nearly as possible the same structure as
that in MN-74. This target had welded to the
center of its face a thermocouple of 0.003-in.
Pt-PtRh wires for measurements in the low tem-
perature range. The couple was calibrated against
a mercury thermometer with the whole tube in
an oven. For the high temperature range, the
temperature of the target was measured by an
accurate optical pyrometer, correcting for spec-
tral emissivity of the target (taken as 0.40) and
for the measured transmission of the slightly
darkened glass wall (0.56). The heater power was
the variable parameter in these calibrations, and
the same calibrations were then assumed to hold
for the target of MN-74 on the basis of equal
heater power. The heater of this target was then
calibrated in terms of a high resistance a.c.
voltmeter which served as the indicating instru-
ment during the tests. The temperature is prob-
ably not in error by as much as 20' in any part
of the curve.

3.2 Thermionic Activity

The variation of thermionic emission of the
target with temperature is shown by the Richard-
son plots of Fig. 4, The thermionic current
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emitted from the 0.317 cm' of target area is

plotted on a log scale, against 1000/T'K on a
linear scale. Three experimenta1 curves are
shown: (A) an extensive set of readings made
early in the life of the tube, with V, =39 volts;
(8) a set made toward the end of the present
tests, with V, at 6 volts; and (C) a set made at
the same period as 8 but with the initial current
read on the 'scope as V, of 36 volts was applied
by the tap of a key. In B, as contrasted with C,
the eBect of decaying emission with time after
applying V, is clearly shown, especially at the
higher temperatures. When b-measurements are
made the V, has always been on for several
seconds so that the lower lying curves should
then more nearly apply. The thermionic currents
were not extrapolated to the values for zero field

by means of the log i vs. E& plot as is sometimes
done. The curves show that there was a change
of thermionic constants toward lower activity
during the course of the tests.

3.3 Space Charge Conditions

In Fig. 5A are shown curves for electron emis-
sion from the target as a function of collector
voltage V,. The currents are plotted on a
power scale. The steep parts of the curves define
regions where the current is limited by space
charge. A logz vs. E& plot of the more nearly
horizonta1 parts of the curves yields nearly
straight lines, showing that here space charge
limitation is not significant. The curves marked
Th correspond to d.c. thermionic emission at the
temperatures 600', 700', and 790'C. In the
subsequent tests the thermionic emission was
never larger than the highest of these, and the
collector potential was usually 63 volts. The
curve marked Sec. was made with pulsed second-
ary emission current at the temperature 380'C
where the thermionic current was negligible and
the secondary pulse was Hat-topped. This current
of 0.5 ma is larger than ever used in the b-tests.
With the aid of these curves it was arranged that
space charge was never a serious limitation upon
either thermionic or secondary measurements.

IV. SECONDARY EMISSION MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Procedure

The measurements of secondary yields will be
described with the aid of Fig. 8, which is a series
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FIG. 5. Current-voltage curves, and efFect of surface
charge. Currents on q-power scale. A—thermionic current
at 600', 700', 790'C. Secondary current at 380'C. Space
charge limitation at lower values of collector potential V..
8 and C, discussed in text.

* In the original negatives of these oscillograms the steep
side-traces are clearly visible but are too faint to reproduce
in the printing. These parts have therefore been intensi-
fied without any of their features being altered.

of photographs* of the patterns on the 'scope,
made at various target temperatures. The pattern
for 400'C may be selected. The lower trace
represents a pulse of primary current set to read
0.40 in. on the screen, which corresponds to
8.5-pa beam current. The collector is 22-volts
negative. Time passes from left to right and the
pulse is 4.0psec. long. The upper trace, with the
axis shifted upward slightly to prevent overlap
in the photograph, is the corresponding second-

ary current, the collector being here 63-volts
positive. The gain of the amplifier is reduced by
a factor 4.0 for this trace in order to keep the
two traces at nearly the same size. The pulse
rate was 1000 per second, with each photograph
exposed here 3 seconds.

Normally the readings were made directly on
the 'scope by means of an accurate reticle in

front of the screen, rather than from photographs
The primary pulse was set usually to give the
primary deHection D„=0.40 in. by adjusting the
pulser output, at some selected amplifier gain.
The gain was then decreased by a factor 4.0
and the height of the secondary pulse D, was
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Fie. 6. Charging of target surface. V„1250; V. =63;
T=30'C; ~=34 pa; c, k=10 @sec.; b, i~2 psec.

observed, giving the yield almost directly:

4D, +D~ 4D, 4D,
+1= +1= 10D,+1.

D, D„04
In the figure just considered b is thus 8.2. The
remaining photographs of Fig. 8 were made with
the target at different temperatures but other-
wise under constant conditions.

The b so measured is subject to the limitations
that not all the secondaries are stopped by the
retarding potential of 22 volts, and that the
secondary current does not saturate sharply but
varies somewhat with collector voltage as is
shown later in Figs. 21—22. These conditions
form part of the definition of the present 8.

4.2 5 at Low Temperatures, and the
Charging E8'ect

At room temperature, Fig. 8, the secondary
pulse is seen to reach a maximum value quickly
and then to decrease with time. This is shown
more clearly in Fig. 6, where the curves were
made with larger beam current and with two
different pulse lengths. In Fig. 6a the pulse length
is 10 @sec. and a slow sweep is used, while in 6b
details of the early part of the pulse are shown
using a faster sweep and a 2 @sec. pulse under
otherwise identical conditions. This shape of the
secondary pulse arises from the fact that the
coating is at this temperature a fair insulator and
its surface charges positive under the bombard-
ment when b is greater than one.

The e6'ect is illustrated by the curves of Fig. 5.
In Fig. 5B the oxide coating is drawn as having
resistance R and capacity C per unit area, be-
tween the outer surface and the base, with the
potential V, between base and collector. Initially
the surface is at the same potential, l as the base
and conditions are as indicated at u in Fig. 5A
and Sc.As g.ow an excess of electrons Qows from

the surface to the collector the capacity becomes
charged, reducing the effective collector voltage
until it can no longer support the full secondary
current. The surface potential is then within a
few volts of the collector potential and the
current breaks as at b in Fig. SA and Sc. The
current finally decreases to an equilibrium value
where it is limited chieQy by the iR drop in the
coating as at d in the figures. The time from the
beginning of the pulse to the point where the
decrease begins, about 0.8 ysec. in Fig. 6b, is
nearly proportional to V„and varies in not quite
the inverse proportion with the beam current.

In this temperature range, then, the measure
of 8 is taken from the peak height of the secon-
dary pulse. The curves of Fig. 8 show that the
charging effect disappears rapidly as the tem-
perature, and with it the conductivity, of the
target increases. At the same time the peak
height of the pulse decreases so that 5 becomes
less with increasing temperature.

The charging effect and the high values of b

at low temperatures could not have been ob-
served in the d.c. method of Morgulis and
Nagorsky, and were not found by Pomerantz.
Possibly in the latter case the resistance of the
coating was for some reason never as high as
here, or the bombarded area was larger. It is not
known whether the accumulation of charge and
the high b are related, but it seems quite possible
either on the basis that secondary electron escape
more readily from an insulator than from a
better conductor' or that in the insulator internal
fields are set up which direct the secondaries
toward the outside. ' Of the reality of the charging
effect there is no question.

4.3 The Bombarded Area

The size of the target area bombarded by the
beam of primary electrons needs to be known for
some of the results which are to be cited. It
cannot be seen directly by the Quorescence of
the coating, but the charging eAect gives a

~ H. Bruining and H. J. deBoer, Physica 6, 823 (1939);
G. Maurer, Zeits. f. Physik 118, 122 (1941};H. Bethe,
Phys. Rev. 59, 940 {1941).' H. Hintenberger, Zeits. f. Physik 114, 98 (1939); H.
Bruining and H. J. deBoer, Physica 6, 823 (1939); P. V.
Timofeef and R. M. Aranovich, J. Tech. Phys. U.S.S.R.
10, 32 (1940); D. V, Zernov, Bull. Acad. Sc. U.S.S.R. 8,
352 (1944),
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method of estimating this area. At the point of
break, as at b in Fig. 5A and 5C, the total charge
on the bombarded area 0, is

g= (i, ip—)tg C——o,(V, Vg)—,

where (i, i—,) is the excess of secondary over
primary current, ty the time at break, V, the
initial value of collector voltage, and Vq the
eR'ective collector potential at break, usually
estimated at a few volts, and C is the capacitance
per cm' of the coating. (The resistance R plays
only a minor role up to this stage of the process. )

For determining C, the target from another
tube, similarly activated, was removed and the
capacity between the base and a plate pressed
lightly against the oxide was measured, with
suitable precautions. It was 51 ppf, the capaci-
tance C of the coating' being then j.60 ppf per
cm'. The extent of the bombarded area 0-,

was computed from a series of measurements
with varied i„and V„ for a 6xed V~ of i250. The
results are shown in Fig. 7, where 0, is given as
a function of i~. The curve covers the whole

range of beam currents used, and 0, is always
small compared to the total area of the target.
The area ought not to vary in any major way
with V~.

Another method of estimating the area is
furnished by the current-voltage curves of Fig.
5A, where saturation of the curve of secondary
current may be compared with that for the
nearly equal thermionic current at 600'C. The
secondary current requires higher V, for satura-
tion than thermionic current of the same mag-
nitude. This is because only a small part of the
target area is bombarded by the primary elec-
trons whereas the thermionic current comes from
the whole area. A comparison of the secondary
curve and the lowest thermionic curve gives a
rough estimate of the area on which the primary
beam impinges. Neglecting initial velocities and
assuming the @3-power law to hold, we have
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Frc. 7. Variation of spot area with beam current. V~ = $250.
Total target area, 31.7 mm'.

currents and the U's refer to saturation voltages.
The total area is Og

——0,3j.7 cm'. Values may be
taken from the curves as follows: V~=2.5, V, =15
volts; i~=0.30 ma, i,=0.45 ma. This gives for
the bombarded area o.,=0.032 cm', when the
primary beam current was 68 pa at 1250 volts.
The large point in Fig. 7 represents this value,
and it is not much out of line with the other
points of the 6gure.

30 C 100 &00

4.4 5 at Higher Temyeratures, and the Bom-
bardment-Enhanced Thermionic Emission

Returning to Fig. 8, we see that above 650'C
the shape of the secondary pulse departs in a
diA'erent way from that of the primary one. The
charging eft'ect has ceased, D, rises during the
pulse, and a tail remains at the end of the pulse.
At the same time, thermionic current is emitted
by the target and is measured separately by the
d.c. meter but it does not directly appear in the

740 800 C

where t refers to thermionic and s to secondary

7 The measured thickness of the coating was 0.0008 in. ,
density 1.27, dielectric constant 3.5 at the frequency of
one megacycle.

Fic. 8. Variation of yield with temperature. Lower
trace, primary current; upper trace, secondary current on
~4-scale. Base lines separated by vertical shift on 'scope.
Pulse time t =4 psec. , from left to right. i„=8.5 pa;
V„=1250.
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or
Do+Bi—D.=Die "=y

FiG. 9. Enhanced thermionic emission curves. V„=1250;
7=800'C; i~ =17 pa; t =4 @sec. Curves b are the same as
u, but shifted to left to show more of tail.

D, . In Fig. 9 the tail of a pulse is followed for a
longer time.

The current that produces the tail flows after
the primary pulse is over and cannot be secon-
dary current. ' It must be a temporary increase
in the thermionic current, and presumably the
increase in current during the pulse must be of
the same origin. The emission is not caused by
local heating at the surface of the target, for
calculations show conclusively that heating by
the bombardment must be quite negligible.
Some part of the secondary emission process,
rather, must change temporarily the thermionic
constants of the target. An increase in the
number of conduction electrons under the bom-
barded surface could raise the thermionic emis-
sion, though the validity of this mechanism
could not be urged without careful study.

At low temperatures the 8 is seen, as in Fig. 8,
to decrease with increasing temperature. In the
higher temperature range it becomes dificult to
select by inspection the boundary between
secondary emission and the added thermionic
emission and to say how much each contributes
to the final pulse height. Attempts were made to
find the boundary by making semilog plots of
the top or tail of pulses on the basis that they
might be exponential with a de6nite intercept
at zero time.

Such plots are shown in Fig. 20 for the top
and tail of the pulse in Fig. 9 as measured on
the photographic 61m. If the pulse top can be
represented by the time function

D, =Do+Dg(1 —e ')

then y should have an intercept Do when the
curve is extrapolated to 3=0. Curve A of Fig. 10
is such a plot for the head of the pulse. At long
times the curve represents an exponential with
a time constant of about 0.67 psec. and an
intercept at 0.35 in. below the top at 2.23 in. as
measured on the 'scope. This suggests that the
true secondary emission is given by

8o ——10(1.13—0.35)+1= 8.8.

On the other hand, the point at 0.2 @sec. is
de6nitely out of line and points to a higher inter-
cept and lower bo. This is at the limit of resolu-
tion of the system so that one cannot say with
certainty where the intercept actually is. A
similar graph for the tail of the pulse is given by
J3 of Fig. 10. Here the curve may represent two
exponentials, one certainly with a longer time
constant. The intercept may again be at 0.35 in. ,

but the 0.2-@sec. point suggests a higher one. A
number of such curves plotted for different con-
ditions have failed to make a clear separation and
thus to show how the true 5 varies with tem-
perature in the region of the enhanced ther-
mionic emission. It may be that the curves are
not truly exponential, or that higher time
resolution is needed.

For the purpose of the next hgure, in view of
this difhculty, the highest yield during a pulse

)
vc ) ~ e

The interval between the arrival of a primary electron
and the emission of the secondaries has been estimated as
follows: (4)&10 '0 sec.), F. Kirchner, Ann. d. Physik 78,
277 (1925). Less than 2 X 10 9 sec., L. Malter, Proc.
I.R.E. 29, 578 (1941);for at least some electrons less than
SX, 10 " sec., M. H. Greenblatt and R. H. Miller, Jr, ,
Phys. Rev. 72, 160 (1947),

0 1
0 3

TIME IN p, S

Fio. 10. Time constants and intercepts of head (A) and
tail {8)of enhanced emission. Plotted from photograph.
V~= )250; T =800'C.
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target, in ma/cm'. The ordinates are the values
of enhanced current density determined as in
Fig. 11 by the difFerence between dashed and
solid curves, with the bombarded area obtained
in each case from Fig. 7. The bombarding
primary current density is given by the circled
points. Four different runs are included. While
the points scatter somewhat, they lie along a
band with 45' slope on the logarithmic scales,
indicating proportionality between enhanced
and steady-state thermionic emission. Over most
of the range the density of bombarding current
is small compared to either the steady or the
enhanced emission, and for these particular con-
ditions of primary voltage and current density
the enhanced emission has about one-third the
density of the steady thermionic emission.

Fj:o. 11. Variation of yield 8 with temperature. Inserts
show shape of secondary current pulse for the various
regions, for defining b. 8; 8.0; V~=1250; i„=8.5 pa.
D.c. thermionic current shown as Igq.

will be called b. In Fig. 11 are plotted the yields
given by the series of photographs from which
those of Fig. 8 were selected, against target
temperature. Many such runs have been made.
They dier slightly one from the other but the
general features are the same. The yield de-
finitely decreases with increasing temperature
until appreciable d.c. thermionic emission sets in,
and then it increases rapidly. The curve I&& of
Fig. 11 gives the thermionic current read at each
time the corresponding photograph was made.

For a measure of the enhanced emission one
needs to know how much of the yield is of true
secondary origin. Figure 11 suggests that the
true b could continue to decrease with tem-
perature, and the intercept extrapolations dis-
cussed above point rather to a slow increase. One
expedient is to assume that 8 remains constant
at its minimum value, as suggested by the dashed
line of Fig. 11, and to measure the increase from
this value. A similar procedure was followed both
by Morgulis and Nagorsky and by Pomerantz,
with the minimum 8 at room temperature, and
they concluded that the increase in 8 depends on
temperature in the same way as does thermionic
emission.

Data of this kind are plotted in Fig. 12. The
independent variable is the current density of
d.c. thermionic emission from the whole of the

4.6 Enhanced Current vs. Primary Voltage

The bombarding voltage is shown in Fig. 14
to have little efIect on the enhanced emission
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FrG. 12. Relation between normal and enhanced thermi-
onic emission. ~Iong, is determined as 5 —8;, as in Fig. 11.
V~ = 1250.

4.5 Enhanced vs. Primary Current

The variation of enhanced thermionic emission
with bombarding current is illustrated in Fig. 13.
The four photographs were made with suc-
cessively doubled beam current, reducing at the
same time the gain in steps of 2.0. The curves
superimpose with almost perfect fit, indicating
that the enhanced emission is proportional to the
bombarding current. Inspection of Fig. 7 shows
that changing the current by the factor 8
changes the bombarded area by the factor 4 and
therefore the current density by the factor 2.
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Fj:G. 13. Variation of enhanced emission with primary
current. V&= 1250; I'=750'C; t=3 @sec.; i„=e, 8.5 pa;
b, 17 pa; e, 34 pa; d, 68 pa.

over a considerable range, in agreement with the
conclusion of Morgulis and Nagorsky. The
photographs cover the range of V~ from 2000
volts down to 50 volts. Above 200 volts the tops
of the secondary pulses are surprisingly alike,
although the total heights of the pulses change
considerably. This suggests strongly that in this
region the true secondary yield increases rapidly
with V, while the enhanced thermionic emission
remains constant, and that the two yields are
fundamentally different. Below 200 volts the
tops of the pulses become somewhat Hatter and
at 50 volts the enhanced emission appears rather
small.

These 6ndings are somewhat diferent from
those of the earlier notes' where the enhanced
emission seemed to vary somewhat less rapidly
than the 6rst power of the voltage and as the
square root of the beam current. The charac-
teristics of both the pulse and the ampli6er were
then such as to introduce an apparent, sharper
but false boundary between secondary and ther-
mionic yield. The present results with the
improved system are thought to be in closer
accord with the true facts.

for thermionic emission. In special cases he
observed the rising head and falling tail, but he
supposed them to be the spurious result of space
charge or other neglected factors. Assuming that
in both studies the space charge problem has been
adequately considered, one must conclude that
the targets of the two series of measurements
were somehow di6'erent although they were
intended to represent about the same kind of
thermionic cathode. If in the targets of Pome-
rantz the large yield at high temperatures is
caused by enhanced thermionic emission, then
this enhancement must rise and fall in a time
usually too short for the time resolution of his
system. If, on the other hand, in the present
work there is a rise of true secondary emission
in the higher temperature range, it is not large
enough to be distinguished clearly from the
undoubted enhanced thermionic emission. The
solution to the di6'erence is not now clear.

4.8 5 vs. Beam Current

It is well established that for metals the
secondary current is proportional to the bom-
barding current over a wide range. With semi-
conductors and insulators the proportionality
has sometimes been in question. With the targets
studied here there has never been any serious
departure from constancy of 8 with varied beam
current. Figure 15 reproduces one such run,
where 8 was constant within experimental errors
over a range of more than 100:1 in beam current.
The target was here at an intermediate tem-
perature where the charging eR'ect was small
even at the larger currents.

4.9 5 vs. Primary Voltage

The maximum yield per primary electron
comes at V~ about 1200 volts. In Fig. 16 are

4.7' Comyarison with Pomerantx

The view taken here is that true secondary
emission does not increase with temperature, but
that the increased current is caused by a tem-
porary change in the thermionic constants of
the oxide cathode. Pomerantz, on the other hand,
6nds the steeply rising yield with temperature
without evidence of the delayed rise and fall of
the pulse at high temperatures, and his increased
yield is evident even at temperatures too low

Vp= 2000 250 200

'l40 &00 50

FIG. 14. Variation of enhanced emission with primary
voltage. il =17 pa; T 750'C; 5=3 (csee.
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FrG. 25. Dependence of 8 on beam current i&. V„=2250;
T=500'C.

given curves A, 9, and C of b vs. V~ for three
diRerent temperatures, the one at 7j.0'C being
in the range where the thermionic contribution
is considerable. The temperature variation is, in

general, in accord with the data of Fig. 11.
It would be of interest to follow the curves

beyond 2000 volts where Pomerantz 6nds a
rapid decrease of 8, but this has not yet been
done for reasons of insulation.

' J. L. H. Jonker and A. J.W. M. v. Overbeck, W. Eng.
15, 150 (293S)."J.A. Becker, Phys. Rev. 84, 2323 (2929).

V. BARIUM POISONING

It is v ell known that the secondary emission
of insulating or composite layers decreases with
time when they are exposed in line-of-sight to
a hot oxide cathode. Jonker and Overbeck, ' for
instance, discussed the eRect in connection with
targets of MgO. They assumed that deposition
of metallic barium which evaporated from the
oxide cathode'0 is responsible and took steps to
avoid it by geometrical means.

The eRect is very evident in the present tubes
and has been given some consideration. When
the target is heated for a short while to 700—
800'C and cooled again to room temperature,
curves of the form of curve A in Fig. 16 are
obtained. All of the room temperature data
shown so far have been obtained with the target
thus relatively freshly cleaned. If now the target
is exposed to the hot gun cathode for some hours
the secondary yield decreases continuously.
Curve D in Fig. 17 gives the secondary yield
from the cold oxide target in the "poisoned"
state. During the poisoning process there is no
bombardment of the target and all but the gun
heater voltage is turned ofF. The poisoning and
deaning process' seem not to depend on the
presence of electric fields. %hen the entire
system is turned o6' at any time during the

poisoning cycle, the value of 8 remains the same
for a period of at least many days.

The variation of 8 as the poisoning proceeds is
shown by the series of photographs in Fig. 27.
Here the gun cathode was continuously at
operating temperature but the rest of the system
was turned on only for a few minutes at a time
to make the exposures. The secondary pulses look
very much like the earlier ones in Fig. 8 where
the target temperature was varied. Obviously
8 decreases with time, and here, as in Fig. 8, the
changing shape of the pulse indicates suc-
cessively decreased resistivity of the oxide
coating. In these respects the eRects of barium
poisoning are very similar to those of increasing
temperature of the target.

The data of Fig. 18 show the time variation
more clearly for three separate runs, where b is
plotted against time on a logarithmic scale. The
target was started in the clean condition. At the
end of the first run certain operations to be de-
scribed were done, and the target was cleaned
oR' for the second run. A single point marks the
end of a third run of 6 hours after another clean-
oR'. It is seen that in a period of 6 hours 8 changed
from about j.2 to about 5 and would doubtless
have reached a final value somewhat lower than
this.

With this large change in 8 one might expect
also a change in work function of the oxide
target. A number of attempts have been made
to measure the change in work function, but
they have been not entirely conclusive. The fol-
1owing is one of the best. The target was heated
at 800'C for an hour and then let come to room
temperature overnight. Then the target heater

w'
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FIG. 26. Variation of 8 with temperature, primary
voltage, and poisoniny. ~=8.5 xa. A, 8, i."—clean target
at 30.450'. and 720 C. D—yoisoned target at 30'C,
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was turned on and set to arrive at a final tem-
perature of 305'C. The thermionic emission was
measured once per minute, and after 15 minutes
had reached the equilibrium current of 0.050 ya,
representing the emission of the clean target.
Now, after room temperature had again been
reached, the second run of Fig. 18 was made
ending at 6=6. With the target in the poisoned
state a second thermionic run was made in the
same way, with the final emission 0.044 p,a. At
the end of this run with the target at 305' for
half an hour the b was measured again at room
temperature. It had increased to 8.8 from 6.0 as
a result of this low temperature heating, to the
point of about 1-hr. poisoning. If it is assumed
that the change of emission from 0.050 pa to
0.044 pa is caused by a change of work function
of the target, then this change is given by

23 ~1
Aq = T loggp —= +0.005 ev.

11600 i2

The same change of emission could also have
been caused by the target temperature being
lower in the second run by 1.5'. It is doubtful
that the target heater could be set closer than
this. Certainly no radical change in work function
accompanies the change in 8 from 12 to 8.8.

Secondary yield from metallic targets is known
to vary w ith work function, " according to
theoretical expectations, " but the variation is
not rapid. Here the converse situation exists:
large change in secondary emission and inap-
preciable change in work function. Some other
factor than work function must here be re-
sponsible for the change in secondary yield.

The most obvious explanation for the change
in b is that material evaporates from the gun
cathode and settles on the target. Data in the
files of these Laboratories indicate that the
evaporated material is predominantly metallic
Ba, and that at normal thermionic operating
temperature and before long aging the evaporation
rate is a maximum of the order 0.1 pg/cm' hr.
The gun cathode, with the same type of coating.
material and base as the cathodes used in these
evaporation tests, is run at a low temperature
and can be assumed to have no greater evapora-
tion rate than the figure quoted. The amount of
Ba deposited on our target in a run will be
estimated on the basis of this figure.

Examination of the tube structure, Fig. 1,
shows that practically all of the emitting surface
of the gun cathode "sees" a part of the target
and all of the target "sees" the emitter through
the disk apertures. Therefore, all of the evapo-
rated material that reaches the apertures falls
more or less uniformly on the target. Let S be
the area of the emitter (0.80 cm'), s the area of
the target (0.317 cm'), a the area of the aperture
(0.057 cm'), and r the distance from emitter to
aperture (1.46 cm). Let E be the rate of evapo-
ration from the emitter (1X10 r g/cm' hr. ).
Then, if the evaporation is uniform in all direc-
tions, the rate of arrival of material at the
aperture from an element dS of the emitter is
approximately

d W =E(o/2~r')dS,

where 2~r' is the area of the hemisphere about
dS with radius r. From the whole emitter the
rate is very nearly, per unit target area,

lV oS=E =1.08X10—' g/cm' hr.
s 2~'s

FsG. 17. Poisoning cycle. Exposure to gun cathode for
various times. t =10@sec.; i~ =8.5 pa; V~ =1250.

"K. Sixtus, Ann. d. Physik 3, 1017 (1929); K. G.
McKay, Phys. Rev. 61, 708 (1942).

~ D. E. %ooldridge, Phys. Rev. 56, 562 (1939); J. H.
deBoer and H. Bruining, Physica 6, 941 (1939).

The mass of the Ba atom is 2.3)&10-" g. The
rate of deposit is therefore

W/s =0.47 X10"atoms/cm' hr.

BaO crystallizes in the rocksalt structure with
lattice spacing 5.5X10 ' cm. If we assume that
the mixed oxide has the same lattice spacing and
presents a smooth (100) plane, then the density
of 0 atoms in this plane is

3.3 X 10'4 0 atoms/cm'
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If each of these oxygen atoms were to adsorb
one Ba atom for a monatomic layer of Ba, then
the deposition of one layer would require 70 hrs.
The actual surface of the target is, of course,
much greater than 0.317 cm' and the density of
adsorbed atoms correspondingly less. In the 6
hrs. of the longest poisoning run certainly much
less than 0.1 monatomic layer was thus deposited
on the target, and yet b changed from 12 to 5.

It may be that the Ba does not remain on the
surface but is absorbed into the lattice of the
oxide, even at room temperature. The density of
massive (BaSr)O should be 5.4. On the target is
a layer 0.002 cm thick of density 1.27, so that
the corresponding thickness of massive oxide
would be

v =4.7)(10 4cm.

After 6 hrs. of evaporation a cm' of this layer
would have 2.85X10" Ba atoms absorbed, or

0.6 X10'7 Ba atoms/cm'.

This concentration of barium atoms, though not
high, would affect the conductivity of the
coating in the observed direction, and would be
more likely to inhuence the secondary yield than
the corresponding surface layer.

Evaporated metal atoms are known to have
some mobility when condensed on a surface,
tending to aggregate into small crystals. Yet it
does not seem plausible that the Ba atoms can
disuse throughout the whole thickness of the
coating at room temperature. If they migrate
into a layer a few atoms deep, or the depth to
which the primary electrons penetrate, then a
considerable conductivity would be developed in
this layer on top of the major insulating part of
the coating. The surface charge could then
spread to occupy a much larger area than the
bombarded spot, affecting the induced surface
potential in the same way as a larger body con-
ductivity. This would delay or prevent the
approach of the surface potential to that of the
collector and so reduce the charging e6'ect. At
the same time the secondary emission would
come largely from this more conducting part of
the coating and could well be smaller than that
of the more insulating oxide, in accordance with
the variation of b with temperature in the low

temperature range.

L
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FrG. 18. EEect of exposure to gun cathode. V, =1250;
Room temperature; three runs.

VI. THE POINT OF UNITY YIELD

At low values of bombarding voltage the yield
as observed on the 'scope is illustrated by Fig. 19.
The target is clean and at room temperature,
and the curve should join curve A of Fig. 16. It
is seen that b passes through unity at about 27
volts, reaches a minimum at 7 volts, and then
increases toward unity again as V~ is lowered.
The values of 8 are probably not very accurate
over most of this range because the primary and
secondary currents are not measured under
nearly identical conditions in this region where

V, may be larger than V~. Indeed, the observed
b varies considerably with V, at low V~.

At one point, however, where b = 1.0, the
value of V~& can be determined quite accurately.
This is the value of V~ where the secondary de-
flection D, is neither positive nor negative and
the trace on the CR screen is straight with only
slight kinks to mark the beginning and end of
the pulse. V„~ can be set well within 0.1 volt for
this condition with constant V,. (Increasing V,
decreases V~~ because of incomplete saturation
of i, )In thi. s ca.se D, need not be measured

separately, eliminating one source of error.
Furthermore, there is then no net current
through the coating and therefore no iR drop to
consider; the face of the coating is at the same
potential as the base plate.

In Fig. 20 is shown a series of values of V~~

for the clean target over a range of temperatures.
At high temperatures the value is surprisingly
low. With the "poisoned" target the values go to
35—40 volts at room temperature.
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VXL ENERGY DISTMBUTION OF THE
SECO NAMES

In a gas with Maxwellian distribution of
velocities of the molecules, the fraction of mole-
cules having energy greater than a given amount
I; independent of direction of travel is given by"

f i l+ (~
(Elk T)—
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Fro. 19. Y'ie1d at low V„—clean target, room temperature,
four runs.

'3 J. H. Jeans, Dynamica/ Theory of Gases (The Cam-
ridge University Press, New York, 1925), Section 28.

For thermionic electrons, a distribution curve of
this type is obtained if the electrons come from
a small central electrode surrounded by a large
concentric sphere as collector, on which is applied
the retarding potential E. The curve has a point
of inAection where its derivative is highest,
indicating the most probable energy of emission
which in this case is greater than zero.

The central held method of retarding potential
measurements has been much used because of its
simplicity. The derivative of the curve gives the
energy distribution even if the distribution is not
Mmovellian. If, on the other hand, the electrodes
have a planar structure, the retarding potential
method does not give the total energy but only
the energy corresponding to one of the three com-
ponents of velocity. The equation is, for Max-
wellian distribution,

f —g (Ez/k r)—

20
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

TElvlPERATURE IN DEGREES C

Fj,r. 20. Variation of V» with target temperature.
Potential at which 8=1.0, with rising and falling temper-
ature.

It has no point of in8ection and its derivative is
a maximum when the velocity component is zero.
Retarding potential measurements on the planar
structure are therefore ill-suited f'or giving
information on the total energy distribution of
electrons.

The structure of target and collector in the
present tube is far from either of these simple
systems. On the other hand, both Pomerantz
and Morgulis and Nagorsky have published
curves obtained with structures no more suitable,
and concluded from these that the average
energy of the secondaries decreases with in-
creasing temperatures. For a comparison, some
retarding potential curves have therefore been
run on our tube.

In these measurements the target was bom-
barded with electrons at 1250 volts, the beam
current being made so small that the secondary
current was only a fraction of a microampere in
order to keep down space charge and iR drop.
The beam current was steady and the secondary
current was measured by a sensitive d.c. meter.
Potential in the range of —25 to +25 volts was
applied to the collector. Figure 21 shows a set
of results, the secondary current being plotted
against collector voltage. The change of voltage
scale at —5 and +5 volts is to be noted. For
curve a the target was at room temperature,
while for curve b it was at 305'C. In the latter
case there was a slight thermionic emission, ob-
served separately in the absence of bombarding
current and plotted as curve c. This curve gives
the contact potential difference, the collector
being obout 0.8-volt negative with respect to
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Fio. 22. Retarding potential curves. Thermionic current
smaller than secondary current. V„=2250; e, T=30'C;
b, T=305'C; c, Thermionic, T~305'C; b'=b-c. Change
of scale at -5 and +5 volts.

the target. The difference between curves b and e
is plotted as curve b', representing the secondary
current alone at the higher temperature. In the
region to the left of +0.8 volt there is no sig-
nificant difference between curves e and b' for
the two temperatures. The curves are not dif-
ferentiated in the usual way, for reasons already
discussed, but their close coincidence suggests
that there is here no appreciable change in energy
distribution between room tern perature and
305'C.

A similar set of curves is shown in Fig. 22 for
the higher temperature 380'C. Here the ther-
mionic emission is large instead of small com-
pared with the secondary emission. Curve u is for
room temperature as before, curves d and e are
the total and thermionic emissions, plotted on a
compacted current scale, and curve d' is the
secondary current given by the diBerence
between d and e, plotted on the original scale. To
the left of the origin there is again no signilcant
diRerence between curves a and d'. Any dif-
ference caused by a change in energy distribu-
tion must lie to the right in the region where a
comparatively large thermionic current Hows

from which the secondary current cannot ac-
curately be separated.

Finally, for comparison with the oxide target,
an uncoated Ni target was used in a tube of
similar structure, MN-1, A set of b vs. V~ mea-
surements for this target is shown in Fig. 23 for
room temperature and an estimated 800'C.
There is no appreciable change in b over this
temperature range, and the maximum 8 occurs
at about 500 v, in conformity with the usual
results for metallic targets. That the target is
not a clean metal surface is indicated by the
value of 8=2.2, which is too high for a clean
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FiG. 22. Retarding potential curves. Thermionic current
larger than secondary current. V~= 2250; a, T=30'C;
d, 380'C; e, thermionic, T=380'C; d'=d —e.

metal. The best available information is that
nickel has a b of 1.3 at 550 volts.

The retarding-potential curve for this target
is shown in Fig. 24, curve II, in comparison with
curve I for the oxide target. The thermionic
curve III for the nickel target indicates a contact
potential of about 1 volt. While neither of the
secondary curves gives a true energy distribution,
the difference between the curves is very striking.
Evidently the secondary electrons from the oxide
have on the average a much lower energy of emis-
sion than those from the metallic target. Among
the former only a small fraction is not stopped by
—5 volts, while among the latter a larger fraction
is not stopped by —25 volts. (This would make
the observed 8 for Ni too large, by indicating too
small a primary current. ) We can conclude, then,
that while we do not know the exact energy dis-
tribution of the secondary electrons from the
present oxide coating, their average energy is
considerably below that for the metal, and that
this distribution does not here change much in
the temperature range where the secondary
current is not swamped by thermionic current.

The assumption that the pulsed yield is all true
secondary emission even at high temperatures
here meets difficulties. The yield has been extra-
polated by Pomerantz from values measured
below 600'C to the thermionic operating tem-
perature of 850'C, where it may be 100 secondary
e1ectrons per 1000-volt primary electron. This
means that an incredibly large part of the
primary energy goes into energy of the secondary
electrons unless the energy of the latter is
unusually small at the higher temperatures.
Pomerantz considers the difticulty resolved in
his finding (and that of Morgulis and Nagorsky)
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that the secondary energy does decrease fairly
rapidly with increasing temperature. This. con-
clusion rests on the shape of energy distribution
curves obtained by differentiating rather crude
retarding-potential curves obtained with appa-
ratus not suitable, as discussed above, for deter-
mining total energy distribution.

Other literature on the energy distribution of
secondary electrons from insulators is also quite
confusing. In some cases the experimental pro-
cedure has been faulty, leading to contradictory
results. Treloar'4 working with composite CsO
layers predicted for these a lower energy of
secondary electrons than for metals. For NaC1
Vudinsky'5 concluded that the energy distribu-
tion curves are similar to those for metals with
a peak at possibly 3 to 6 volts. Kalckhoff" found
for glass and mica the secondary energy peak at
15—20 volts and seemed not surprised. Malter"
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FrG. 24. Retarding potential curves. Nickel target
compared with oxide target.

'4L. R. G. Treloar, Proc. Lond. Phys. Soc. 49, 392
{1937).

'8 M. Vudinsky, J. Tech. Phys. U.S.S.R. 9, 1583 {1939).
'8 G. KalckhoS, Zeits. f. Physik 80, 305 {1932).
'~ L. Malter, Proc. I.R.E. 29, 587 {1941).
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Fia. 23. Tube MN-1, Ni target, ij,=10.6~. A—room
temperature; 8—~800'C; C—room temperature.

obtained for Mg-Ag alloy (presumably oxidized)
the most probable energy of emission of secon-
dary electrons at 2—6 volts. For MgF& in thin
layers Geyer" gives a distribution curve with the
peak energy below his curve for Ni (2 volts),
and similar layers of NaC1 are not much different
from the Ni curves. His insulator curves, how-

ever, show signs of an iR drop in the coating
("negative energy").

VIII. EFFECT OF HIGH FIEID ON
SECONDARY EMISSION

In some instances when the target is poorly
conducting there is seen a rising initial top por-
tion of the secondary pulse. In Fig. 6b, for
instance, there is a distinct rise during the first
quarter-microsecond. A ready explanation is
that as the surface becomes positively charged
the internal field aids electrons in getting out and
so increases the yield. ' One might propose this as
a major factor in making the b of insulators high
at low temperatures.

Some simple computations make this ex-
planation less plausible. In the present targets
the surface potential may reach at most that of
the collector, say 60 volts. If this is distributed
as a uniform field through the target, it would
amount to about one millivolt per atomic layer
of the oxide. It seems hardly reasonable that
this small field could appreciably affect the
motion of an internal secondary electron with

energy of several electron volts. On the other
hand, a field might be concentrated in a thin
layer near the surface, say over the depth which
the primary electrons reach, caused by the
primaries being trapped at this depth while
secondaries leave the surface. In order to get a
significant field strength, say 0.1 volt per atomic
layer, the charge delivered by the beam in the
first quarter-microsecond in Fig. 6b should have
been about 500 times what it actually was. It
seems difticult to explain the initial rising top of
the secondary pulse for the cold target on the
basis of internal fields with the simple distribu-
tion assumed here. More needs to be known
about the effect of field on the motion of internal
electrons.

'8 H. K. Geyer, Ann. d. Physik 41, 117 {1942).
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XX. ACCURACY OF THE 8-MEASUREMENTS

The question was raised near the beginning of
the article whether a retarding potential of 22
volts is sufhcient to prevent all the secondaries
from leaving the target so that an accurate
measure can be made of the primary current. The
retarding-potential curves, such as that of Fig.
21, seem to answer in the aftirmative, having a
very Hat tail at the left in the retarding potential
region. On the other hand, it is well recognized
that secondary electrons have energies dis-
tributed all the way up to the primary energy. If
in Fig. 21, 20 percent of the secondary electrons
had energy near the primary energy the curve
could still be as Rat as it is now at —25 volts.
The high speed secondaries would then in part
strike the collector and there give rise to tertiary
electrons which would be drawn to the target
and measured as primary current. Similar errors,
but not quite so large, apply to measurement of
the secondary current. This confusion applies to

practically all 8-measurements made by retard-
ing-potential methods and makes the values of 5

somewhat uncertain. It is never possible to draw
unassailable conclusions about the origin of the
various currents measured. This is why the
retarding potential mas specified in the definition
of 8 for the present measurements. A study of
the few published reports on the ratio of high
speed to low speed secondaries for various
materials, and measurement in a few cases of
currents to all the electrodes in the present work,
suggests that 20 percent may be an upper limit
to the errors in b in the present measurements,
introduced largely by the uncertainty in the
measurement of primary current.
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